
5.4 LCD back light 2s to get readyfor measure when Power on,but it will 
power off in 15±5 when no any operations. like below image 4

Image 4

(1) open battery door.
(2) plug battery, to make sure battery +, - polarity are trained +, - of 
     thermometer.
(3) Close battery door.

5.3 1st priority to install battery before use.setps as below:

Measure distance in 5CM. position of Measure are between Brows.make 
sure there are dry and tationary measure place.

5.5 Position of Measure

Model No.

Range

Resolution

32-42.9℃/85.9℉~
109.2℉)

0.1℃

working 
condition 10℃-40℃（50℉-104℉)

Object

2. Infrared thermometer conponents included sensor, buzzer, LCD, 
plastic, battery, control pannel etc.

Measure temperature of human body by forehead.

suitable for use: all Humans
● At least at same environment 1 minutes between thermometer and 
   Measurand.
● don't use it in high temperature environment.
● Measurand cann't drink, food, sports before measurement.
● don't move out thermometer from the measurement before hear 
   prompt “Wa”.
● Keep same place for therometer to avoid deviation
● Thermometer stay away from children. cann't be used by Children.
●Donn't use it when wet.

35.0℃--42.0℃, ±0.2℃

Memory automatic recall 
of 1 memory

Infrared Thermometer 
HK-306 Human 

body
32℃～42.9℃

Storage -20℃～+50℃

Auto off 15±5s after no operations

Battery 2×1.5V AAA

Size 15.5cm×4.0cm×4.0cm

Net Weight 80g (no included)

1. Features

2.Main Structure

3.extensive application

4.Attention & Warning
4.1 contraindication: No
4.2 Attentions, Warning

≤85%

≤85%

5.11 Low battery reminder

5.12 Power off

5.10 memory recall power on thermometer, press memory button, get into 

Powerlow warning when Volt≤2.6V±0.2,there are low power icon on 
display as image10. please replace new battery then measure.

Image 10

Auto power off no operations after 15±5S

data recall model, current seting just for last data recall, display flash“—M”
about 1s. (Image9)

6. Wrong messages and solutions

Display Meaning
Human high 
than 42.9℃

Objects high 
than 100℃

Result out of 
measured range

Result out of 
measure range

Human lower 
than 32.0℃

Result out of 
measure range

Objects 
lower than 
0℃

Result out of 
measure range

Human lowrer 
16℃, objects 
lower than
5℃
Environment 
more than than 
human 35℃,
objets more 
than 40℃

Test environment 
changed

Test environment 
changed

Eeprom
Hard error

Connect service

May Causes Display Meaning May Causes

power on to get measurement mode,hold power button 3s to get switch of 
measurement/calibration. hold power button to get prompt then press 
mode button to get head or houselet on display.（Image 5）

5.6 Mode of measurement and calibration

Image 5

5.7 prompt setup, when power off, long press measure button to see 
flash“—M”on display, hold measure button more than 4s, show “—℃
+head+speaker icons on display. if prompt is on then can heard“Bi”, 
release button now, to get prompt setup mode. short press measure 
button to get prompt on or off  and see speaker icon or speaker disappear 

5.7 Sound switch settings

5.8 Measure human. aim at the middle of the eyebrows about 5cm 
distance. press measure button to heard “wa” prompt about 1S. you can 

Image6

Image7
M

Image 8

Image9

M M M M

MM

5.2 check the package before open box, if find damaged please connect 
      carrier immediately. take out thermometer and check packing list one 
      by one by correct actions. Product may get condensationsduring 
      trasportation for different enviroments.will use it after the 
      condensations gone.

Memory Model
on/measure

5. User Instructions
5.1 Product

see temperature on display at same time. (Image7)

on display. with voice if prompt on, but no any voice when prompt off.
(Image6)

5.9 Measure objects, aim at the middle of the eyebrows about 5cm 
distance.press measure button to heard “wa”prompt about 1S. you can 
see temperature on display at same time. (Image 8)

Recall 1 memories
Step 1: power on and start measurement
Step 2: get memory model by pressing memory kye. at same time flash 
memory icon. every press memory key to show the measured No. one by 
one. from count backwards. memory for last 1 Group data.

7. Memory

8. Saftey icon and meanings

10. Cleaning & Maintenances

Icon Meanings Icon Meanings

Up Attention! 
Access to random files

BF Application section 

Do not dispose of as 
ordinary waste

Be afraid of rain, 
humidity and moisture

No protection IPXO

● make cleaning on surface to Help extend use time.
● Clean it by soft cotton cloth watery or neutral washing liquid. always dry. 

10.1 Maintenance

● There are Sensitive electronic components inside, keep away 

● Donn't clean by Liquid such as volatile oil, diluent or gasoline
● Donn't put the place of direct sunlight, high temperature and humidity; 

● Please take out battery if don't use it more than 3 mothes.
● Do not use the thermometer for purposes other than its original design.
● Donn't use it if it damaged
● Donn't drop it on ground to avoid vibration
● To avoid short circuit, donn't keep thermometer with any metal parts 

● Don't use it when battery leakage and mildew.
● Discard batteries or this product in accordance with local regulations
● If need helps, please connect servise of manufactory
Attention: Our company will not be responsible if user don't follow up 
above mentions and get human fault.

● To avoid explode, don't put the battery near or into the fire.

Warranty 1 year since shipping from manufactory.

Electromagnetic interference (Such as: mobile phone, microwave)

11. Warranty

11.1 Warranty 

10.2

11.2 Statement of harmful substances in products
Toxic and harmful substances or elementsParts

Plastic

Wires 
inside
PCBA

Battery

Package

Lead Mercury Cadmium Hexavalent 
Chromium 

Polybrominated 
biphenyl (PBB)

Polybrominated 
diphenyl ether 
(PBDE)

Attentions:

■ This equipment conforms to the electromagnetic compatibility 
requirements of YY0505-2012 standard
■ This equipment complies with the relevant requirements of group I 
class a of GB 4824 standard
■ The user shall install and use according to the EMC information 
provided in the operation manual.

Guidance and manufacturer's statement electromagnetic emission

The infrared thermometer is expected to be used in the electromagnetic 
environment specified below. The buyer or user shall guarantee that it is 
used in this electromagnetic environment

transmit test application electromagnetic environment

Infrared thermometers use RF 
energy only for their internal 
functions. Therefore, its RF 
emission is very low and the 
possibility of interference to 
nearby electronic equipment 
is very small

The infrared thermometer is 
suitable for use in all facilities 
that are not domestic and are 
not directly connected with the 
public low-voltage power supply 
network of the household.

1 group

B group

not applicable

not applicable

Radio frequency GB4824

Radio frequency GB4824

Harmonic GB 17625.1

GB 17625.2
voltage fluctuation/1” 

■ The guidelines and manufacturer's statements are detailed in the 
following tables in this section.

Step 3: get measurement or auto power off after 15±5 no any operations.

This product tests the temperature by detecting the infrared energy 
radiated by the forehead or other targets. It collects the energy through 
the lens and converts it into the temperature value. It obtains the 
maximum accuracy value by detecting the temperature reading of the 
upper eyebrow area Only for the purpose described in the description.
The manufacturer shall not be liable for damages caused by improper use.

9. Important Safety Instructions

● Never allow this device to enter water or other liquids
● If the product is found to be abnormal, please send it for repair.
● Do not disassemble the device without permission.
● In the early stage of fever, blood vessels contract and skin surface 

● If the measurement does not match the person's diagnosis or the 

●Use of this device is not a substitute for medical treatment. 
This equipment is not 

waterproof, please do not put it into liquid

measurement temperature is abnormally low, repeat the measurement 
every 15 minutes，One or another core body temperature area is 

● Contains small parts, avoid swallowing. Children need to be supervised 
by adults

temperature drops. The measured temperature will be abnormally low.

○: It indicates that the content of the toxic and harmful substance in all 

x: It means that the content of the toxic and harmful substance in at least 

※: Indicates that the part may not be a part of the product, and the package 

all toxic Substances Average content in packag≤100PM.

one homogeneous material of the part exceeds the limit requirements of 

homogeneous materials of the part is below the limit requirements 

11.4 Waste disposal

Appendix A magnetic compatibility

Lead in steel≤3500PM, Lead in aluminium≤4000PM, Lead in copper≤4%; 
Explains:

comparison, the clinical accuracy and safety of infrared thermometer meet 

In order to protect the environment, all parts of the product shall not be 
discarded at will when their service life is expired or damaged. We 
suggest that you send the parts whose service life is expired or damaged 
back to our company for unified classification treatment, or you can 
classify them according to local regulations and scrap them at the 

11.5 In particular, this manual contains proprietary materials protected  

No part of this manual may be photocopied, copied or translated into any 

Warnning：
■ In addition to the cables sold by the equipment or system manufacturer 
as spare parts of internal components, the use of accessories and cables 
other than those specified may cause the increase of equipment or 

11.3 Clinical measurement accuracy and safety verification through clinical 

the requirements of clinical use, and can meet the clinical application needs.

other language without prior written consent.

Recommended separation distance between portable and mobile RF 
communication equipment and infrared thermometer

Infrared thermometers are expected to be used in electromagnetic 
environments where radiation disturbances are controlled. According to the 
maximum rated output power of the communication equipment, the buyer or 
user can prevent electromagnetic interference by maintaining the minimum 
distance between the portable and mobile RF pass through equipment 
(transmitter) and infrared thermometer as recommended below

Rated maximum 
output power of 
transmitter/W

Isolation distance corresponding to different 
frequencies of transmitter/m

For the rated maximum output power of transmitter not listed in the 
above table, the recommended isolation distance D, in meters (m), 
can be determined by the formula in the corresponding transmitter 
frequency column, where p is the maximum output rated power of 
transmitter provided by the transmitter manufacturer, in watts (W).

Note 1: On the frequency of 80 MHz and 800 MHz, the formula of 
higher frequency range is adopted. 
Note 2: These guidelines may not be suitable for all situations. 
Electromagnetic propagation is 
affected by absorption and reflection of buildings, objects and 
human body.Compliance Standard:

EN60335
EN55014-1    EN55014-2
ROHS 10      EN62321
FCC Part 15B
Pro 65
GB4706.1     CMA
J60335/J55014-1/-2 

default to body temperature modeAttention: 

Hight fever warning high than 38.6℃ with “bi” “bi” “bi” prompt.
Thermometer will Low fever warning 37.5~38.5℃. Attention: 

Suggest to measure 3 times and take highest when meet below 
conditions：

time.temperature of body is highest in evening and lowest in weak 
up 1H morning.

● first use thermometer, need to familar with it to measure many 
   times until the measurement stable.
● If measured result are different. it will effect measured result by 
   different place of body and different

ATTENTION

use same type battery and cann't mix new 
and old when using 2pcs AAA battery.please take out battery when 
attentions:

Please change new battery when display show“    ”which mean 
low power.

don't use it long time.

Thermomether with memory last set when auto Attention: 
power off after no operation 15±5S.

– details regarding safe disposal of used batteries;
– warning against using non-rechargeable batteries;
– how to deal with leaking batteries.
- this appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and 
above and persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental 
capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been 
given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in 
a safe way and understand the hazards involved.

● Please read this operation instruction carefully before use.
● Please keep it for future reference.
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(Application: YY0505-2012 206)

measured to verify previous measurements. 

dusty and corrosives.

in same pack.

specified in GB / t26572-2011.

GB / t26572-2011

list in the instruction shall prevail.

designated place. 

by copyright law. All rights reserved. 

system emission or decrease of immunity.

Infrared Forehead Thermometer
Model No.: HK-306

Size: 415*204mm

Dongguan Jinwenhua  Digital Technology Co., Ltd
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service@jwhyx.com 
Factory Add: No.1 Huada Road, Longbeiling Industry Zone,Tangxia 
Town, Dongguan City, China 523710


